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4x4 oll parity algs

The 4x4x4 cube is another puzzle in the Rubik's Cube series, known as Rubik's Revenge. Although it seems to be much more difficult than the famous 3x3, rubik's revenge 4x4 solution is very similar to it and requires only a few algorithms to learn. To solve a 4x4 cube, you must first know how to solve the Rubik's Cube 3x3. If you're not familiar with the
solution or forgot it, go and review the 3x3 solution before continuing. It is best to master the 3x3 solution before going for 4x4, although this is not necessary. The same motion notation rules also apply to the 4x4 cube, with only 2 differences: 1. Lowercase letters indicate rotating 2 layers of the corresponding face. 2. 2 before the leading letter (e.g. 2R)
means moving only the inner layer of the corresponding wall. [ r ] [ 2R ] The mechanics of the 4x4 are slightly different from the classic Rubik's Cube 3x3. There is no single middle element, but 4 middle elements per color; therefore, they are not established in their posts. No fixed middle elements: There are no fixed middle elements in the 4x4 cube, which
means that these middle elements can move around the cube and swap places on each other (as opposed to 3x3, where yellow will always remain opposite white, for example). This means that we cannot determine the color scheme of the cube by looking at the middle elements (we will use memory or corner elements). As mentioned, there are 4 middle
elements for each color. For 4 parts of the center solved together we call the center block. (Pictured: an example of a resolved red center block) Multiple Edge Elements: Each edge element in a 4x4 cube has an identical piece of edge around the cube, which means that there are 2 edge pieces of each type (e.g. 2 yellow-red edge pieces). In the second
stage, we will connect them together. For 2 identical edge elements paired together, we call an edge block. (Pictured: An example of a paired red-blue edge block) Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 The first step is to completely solve the 6 middle blocks, which are a total of 24 pieces. We will start with the solution of 1 middle block. Good luck! In this guide, I chose
the yellow color to begin with. The solution of the first middle block should be quite easy, because there are no elements to keep. Here's how to approach this: Start by matching the 2 middle elements adjacent to each other and bring 3rd &amp; 4th pieces to them. Example: solution of 4 middle parts. Solution:[ r' F r ] Explanation: by moving r' you will lower
the upper right yellow middle element on the upper wall into the front face (now it will adhere to the middle element on the front wall), then move F to align both elements on the right side of the front surface, and finally move r to bring them both up, to the top wall create a complete yellow center block. If the yellow element on the front wall was in a different
position in the front part (from 4 4 position), you can just do a few F turns to adjust it. The same applies to the upper face. I kept the instructions short for this part because it is an intuitive part. Take the time to practice 4x4 cube movements, and you'll soon master the ability to intuitively create middle blocks. Second middle block: The second middle block to
solve must be inverse in color to the previous one, which we just solved: Since we just solved the yellow center block, now we should solve the white center block (this applies only to the original cubes of the color scheme! Where yellow is in contrast to white, red to orange, and blue to green. ) Turn the ankle upside down so that the yellow center block is at
the bottom. The way to solve the white center block is to reposition the white middle elements one by one (or in pairs), into the upper face (without harming the resolved middle block at the bottom of course). Since the only elements to preserve are the lower &amp; upper centers, you can freely rotate: layers F / B / R / L. The way of transferring the middle
element from the side surface (F / B / R / L) to the upper wall is the following movements: Example: the transfer of 2 white middle pieces from the surface of F (the same for all faces). Solution: [ r' F2 r ] Explanation: since we need to keep the middle elements at the bottom, just doing an r/l move is not enough. Therefore, we make a r' movement and remove
the non-white middle pieces on top in face F, and then switch them with 2 white pieces, performing F2. (At the moment, there are 2 yellow pieces on the back wall that will return to their position in the next move.) Now finally reverse the r' movement by making a r move. The white pieces are now correctly placed on the top wall, and all the yellow pieces at the
bottom remain unscathed. This is an important idea in understanding the 4x4 solution. It's like moving an elevator, we bring the elevator towards the pieces that we want to change, upload the pieces into the elevator and lift them up to the solved position. In this way, we are able to set the pieces while preserving the already solved elements. When the 3
middle elements are on top: The same idea is realized here: We will use the elevator idea as well. In fact, the algorithm is almost similar- Solution: [ r' F r ] The only difference is that we only need to make one rotation of F, because one white piece was already inside the elevator. If the 3 white pieces on top, or the piece on the front wall, are placed differently
than the example, all you have to do is just some U/F turns them on as in the image and solve them. Third middle block: we can choose any of the other four colors to be the third block to solve. In this guide I chose red. It is best to rotate the cube so that the resolved center blocks (yellow &amp; white) are on the faces of the R&amp;L. Make a few y/y' &amp;
U/F/B/D moves to form 2 2 red pieces. Rotate (flip) the cube to appear on the top wall (yellow &amp; white still on R&amp;L faces). Then do some U turns, if necessary, to align the 2 red middle pieces on the left side of the upper face (see image for left/right inner side of the explanation) (may be on the right side as well, I'm personally accustomed to the left
because I'm right-handed), as in the example below (on the right side of the image): Example: creating 2 adjacent red pieces. Solution: [ U' r U ] Explanation: we will make a movement U ' (so when we make the r movement, the two red pieces will become side by side, not diagonal), then we will do r move to a pair-up of 2 red middle pieces, and finally we will
make a U movement to align them both on the left. Solution of the remaining 2 pieces: The best way to do this is to place one red middle element on the left side (inner left) of the cube and the other on the right, and then make a r / r' movement to pair them. In the following example, the other two elements are located on the right side (on the right side of the
inner) of the cube (one is on the top face): Solution: [ F2 r' F r ] Explanation: First we will move F2, to change the position of one piece to the left (so that the next r movement does not affect it, and will connect to the piece currently at the top) (The reason why we do F2, not F', is that in the next move we want the para-up side by side rather than diagonally).
Then we'll do a r' move to pair-up pieces. Now we will make a f-movement to align both elements on the right side of the front wall. Finally, we will do r move to solve them to their final position on the upper wall, so all 4 red middle elements are completely solved. *This example applies to all possible cases because by performing r/r' &amp; F/B/D/U you can
put the other 2 middle elements in the same situation and solve the same way. Fourth middle block: The fourth middle block to solve is opposite in color to the one we just solved, which means orange (again, it only applies to the original color cubes, where orange is opposite to red). First, turn the ankle upside down so that the red center is on the lower wall
(yellow &amp; white still on L&amp;R faces). We will have to bring all the orange middle elements to the top layer. I hope some of them are already there. We will use the principle of the elevator to send the orange pieces to the top, without damaging the red pieces at the bottom. Here's an example of how it's done: Solution: [ r' F'r U ] Explanation: first we'll
make a r' move to remove the elevator with the orange elements of the center at the top. Then we'll make f' move. send the piece to the elevator (Doing F', not F2, is just right to fit next to the orange piece on top). Then we'll do a r move to lift the elevator back to the solved position. Finally, we'll make a U move to align pieces on the left side of the middle (to
release the elevator for the next 2 pieces). Solution of the remaining 2 middle elements: the best way to solve the remaining 2 pieces is to reposition 1 piece at a time into the top layer, using the elevator rule: Solution: [ r' F r ] (If you forgot, we can't just do [r] move because there are red middle pieces to keep at the bottom) Explanation: we'll r' move (taking
down the elevator) and then we'll make an F move to upload the orange piece to it, finally we'll r move to transfer the orange center piece in the solved position. (Note: again, using elevator rules, no red center piece, or yellow/white has been violated).) Now we will reapply exactly the same idea for the last element of the center: Solution: [ F2 r' F r ]
Explanation: First we will make a f2 movement to set the orange piece on the inner left to the cube (we do F2, not F, because we want it to fit the second orange piece that will go to the next more). Then we'll do a r' move (taking off the elevator) and then move F to send both parts to the elevator. Finally, we will send both pieces in r motion and solve the
whole orange middle block. 5 &amp; 6 Center Blocks: The last 2 center blocks are solved simultaneously because by solving 1 color, the remaining colored elements will automatically be in the opposite center, which is the only available center left. Important! These centers can be resolved correctly and incorrectly. Let's choose a green color to find out its
correct position (from 2 available places). According to the original color scheme, when the yellow color is on top and the red color is on the front face- green should be on the right side. Turn the ankle so that the green face is on top. Solving these last 2 centers is easier than its appearance, and this is done only through r2 &amp; U/B. 1) First, get 2 adjacent
green pieces on the top layer (most likely already there) and align them to the left. Here's how: Place the green middle piece on the left, using some u-movements. If so, make a U/U' move to align them both on the left, and make another r2 back and bring everything back to space. If after making the first r2 movement you do not have adjacent green colors,
reverse the r2 movement and make a few D movements (look at the bottom face to see how much is needed), so when you make the next r2 movement again, the green piece will be shifted to the top and will fit the green piece that is already there. Example: The bottom face looks like this: (x rotation) Solution: [ D' r2 U' r2 ] In this case, there is no longer an
existing pair at the top (Just look at the left image for notation). Explanation: D/D movement is required first, so the next move r2 r2 adjacent pair of green centers at the top. Then move r2 to match-up 2 green pieces together (the elevator comes up), then move the U to align both green pieces on the left (unloading from the elevator). Finally, r2 move to flip all
the other elements back into place (the elevator goes back down). 2) Solution of the remaining 2 green pieces in the upper wall: There are two options here- whether only one piece is at the bottom, or both pieces are at the bottom. If one piece is on top: easier housing. Align the green center element at the bottom left of the bottom face (by performing D/D')
so that r2 adheres to the second green piece to the next move. Make a r2 move and adjust 2 green middle pieces. Then just make a D/D' move to align both pieces to the bottom right of the middle. Finally do a r2 move to upload both pieces up. All green pieces are now solved, and all the blue pieces are at the bottom (all the middle elements are solved!)
Example: Solution: [ D r2 D' r2 ] If both parts are at the bottom: there are 2 possible cases- adjacent or diagonal to each other- Diagonal: [ r2 D / D' r2 ]. Explanation: move r2 so that one green piece goes up to the top layer. Then make the D/D' move to change the remaining green piece position at the bottom to the second available space on the left, so it will
adhere to the second piece currently at the top when it returns down the next move. Now make a r2 move to restore the green piece. Green middle elements are now side by side- Continue according to the adjacent case instructions below. Adjacent: [ r2 D2 r2 ]. Explanation: align the two green pieces in the left side of the middle area at the bottom (making
some D/D' movement), then make a r2 move (elevator rule), do the D2 move to put both the green pieces in the right side (to raise up the next move), and finally reverse the r2 move to bring the green centers to the top wall and completely solve the green (and blue!) center block!. (See example below) Example: Bottom looks like: (x rotation) Solution: [ D' r2
D2 r2 ] That's it! You solved all 6 middle blocks correctly to each other. I recommend you stay here and practice solving all the central 4x4 cube blocks until you feel comfortable in this intuitively. It shouldn't be too hard for an experienced Rubik's Cube Solver to do so in one or two days. The second step is to pair all the edge elements with identical twins on a
4x4 cube into edge blocks. There are 12 edge blocks to solve, which means 24 pieces of edge in total. The image on the right shows an example of 2 white and blue edge elements that match the Edge block (white-blue edge block) Permutations of edge blocks around the cube are completely irrelevant at this stage. Solving the first 4 4 Blocks: The way to
do this is to pair parts of the edges into blocks and store them on the upper &amp; lower faces (=8 available places). We'll start at 4 at the top.) Remember that you are free to make any U/D/B/R/L/F movements that you want as it does not affect the center elements. Here's how it's done: Look for 2 identical edge elements that are placed as in the image, and
then execute the next algorithm: [ d R U R' d' ] This algorithm is pairing-up two pieces of edge in a block and storing them on the top wall, without harming any center. Here's how: when you move d, 2 edges will pair. Then, using R to move the formed edge block will move up to the top layer. Then we will make a U/ U'/U2 move to secure the block at the top
(so it won't come back down in the next move - R'). We'll do U/U'/U2 according to the edge blocks at the top, if there are no resolved edge blocks then it doesn't matter. If the blocks are already resolved, we want to make sure they don't take them off instead. Finally we'll do r'd' bring back all the other pieces into place. Using this method, you will be able to
quickly pair and store at the top/bottom of the first 8 edge blocks. How to bring pieces of edge to the housing above? First, move both parts to the same wall with R2/L2/F2/B2 movements and U/D movements. Then you just need to perform the appropriate algorithm [ d R U R' d ' d ] and both parts will evaporate and store on the top wall. Using the above
method, you will be able to move all 8 pairs of the first edges to a straight position of the housing. Start with easier edges that are already in this position. The fewer pieces of edge left, the easier it will be. If you already have paired edges on the sides of the cube (for example, between the front and right walls), just make a simple R/R'/L/L', to place it on the
top layer. For paired edges at the bottom, it is enough to make a double movement of the side wall to enter it into the upper face. Example: Solution 4 edge block. Solution: [ L D' L' ] [ d' L' U L d ] Explanation: in this example you can see that That 3 edge blocks are already formed, and the fourth is divided into a wall F. In the first 3 movements (the first
brackets) we move around the edge element at the bottom in the ideal case, where both are located on the side walls of different colors on the wall F, then simply solving it the way discussed above (it's the same algorithm, only on the left- L instead of R) Now all 4 Edge on top are created, we'll continue until next: Solving 5th-8th Edge Blocks: Turn the cube
upside down, so all the paired-up pieces will be on bottom layer. Now just do the same for the next 4 edge pairs, using the same algorithms and ideas shown above. The only difference is that for the already resolved edge block on the side surface: instead of using R move, perform - [R U R'] pass the edge block to the top layer while preserving the bottom
edge of the blocks. Example: 8 pair solution. Solution: [ d' L' U L d ](exactly the same as described above) In this example, all edge blocks at the bottom are formed, and another 3 on the top face are also formed. The other is only one to solve. It will be red and white in our case (the second piece is located between the front &amp; left faces). It is resolved in
exactly the same way as shown in the last example. After solving all 8 edge blocks on the top/bottom surface, go to the last four: Solve the last 4 edge blocks: Solving the last 4 edge blocks is a bit more difficult, however very short. Here we want 2 double edge pieces to be of the same color in their mutual face (as in the image below). The following algorithm
solves both edge pairs simultaneously, preserving all other edge blocks &amp; middle elements: Algorithm: [ d R F' U R' F d' ] This is an important algorithm; this is an algorithm that you will have to memorize to solve a 4x4 cube by heart. Take the time to get it. With this algorithm, you will solve all 4 last pairs of edges. If the edge elements do not have the
same color on their common face as in the following example, use the following motion sequence: Solution: [ R F' U R' F ] Explanation: This algorithm will move 2 edge elements between the front &amp; right faces. Now the pieces will fit into the case solved above. If only one edge pair has the same color on the common face, while the other pair does not
have (or even the same edge pieces), then follow the algorithm anyway! Thus, you will solve 1 edge block with 4 remaining, and continue until all 4 are resolved. That's it! Now all the elements of the edge should already be connected to each other. You may notice that the cube looks like a regular Rubik's Cube 3x3, and so you intend to solve it now, as
explained in the next step guide. The cube now actually looks similar to the usual Rubik's Cube 3x3x3! Think of center blocks as a single center element and edge blocks as individual edge elements. = In the pictures above you can see that the 4x4 pieces are arranged in the same way as a 3x3 cube. So from now on just continue and solve the cube as it
was rubik's cube 3x3 to the last layer (just before orienting the last layer) The reason to solve only to the last layer, and not to complete the cube, is that in the cube 4x4 can 2 special cases that may occur, which are impossible in the ankle 3x3. These are called parities. There are possible cases that may occur during 4x4 cube disconnection: OLL parity: [ r U2
x r U2 r' U2 l U2 r' U2 r' U2 r' U2 r' U2 r' U2 r' ] ] parity:(Top view) [ 2R2 U2 2R2 u2 2R2 2U2 ] What is OLL parity? OLL parity is when only one edge block is not oriented. This is not possible in a regular 3x3 cube. This case is resolved using the algorithm above. It is important to execute the OLL parity algorithm, if necessary, before ingshoothing the last layer,
because it does not retain the last entries of part of the layer. The probability of oll parity occurring during a 4x4 solution is 50% What is PLL parity? PLL parity is when only 2 edge elements remain unresolved while the rest of the cube is fully resolved. This case also cannot happen on the 3x3 module (the reason below), and is determined by the PLL parity
algorithm. The PLL parity algorithm retains all elements but switched edge elements, and can therefore be used at the end of the solution (after all the other last elements of the layer have been resolved). The probability of encountering PLL parity during a 4x4 solution is 50% Attention! You may encounter a strange case of PLL, where all the pieces are
solved, but for example, 2 corners. This is due to pll parity. After applying the PARITY algorithm, PLL will become a solvable PLL case. Explanation of notation: PLL parity uses internal layer movement. The number 2 displayed before the specified letter of the wall indicates the displacement of the inner layer of its face. Example: [2R] = [r R']. The 2R
movement can be made by moving both layers by performing r and then returning the face r back by performing R'. 2R2 motion means twice the offset of this inner layer. Examples of images can be seen in the introductory section above. Why does PLL parity occur on 4x4 cubes while it is impossible on an ordinary 3x3 cube? The reason is the mechanics
and mathematics of the Rubik's cube. As you know, moving only 2 edge elements while preserving all other elements is impossible* (U-perm affects 3 edge elements, which is the lowest possible). Moving only one piece is clearly impossible (where will it go without switching from another piece?). Therefore, a case in which only 2 pieces of edge had to be
switched is an impossible case on a 3x3 cube. However, on a 4x4 cube it is not really 2 pieces, but 4 pieces and 4 pieces needed to switch is a possible case. (* At least not by legal movements, the only possible way to do this is to disassemble 2 pieces by breaking the ankle and folding it incorrectly (the ankle will become unreasonable) The same rules
apply to all cubes (3x3, 4x4, 5x5, etc.) What about OLL quotas? OLL parity happens in a 4x4 cube also for the same reasons. Minimum number of orientation pieces while maintaining all 2 (applies to all cube sizes). Therefore, it is impossible that only 1 piece of edge will be unokierny in a 3x3 cube. While in a 4x4 cube it is actually 2 different pieces of edge
(even if we treat them as one edge block), which is a possible case. Once we understand quotas, let's continue and finish 4x4 module: If after completing step 3 (solving the cube to the last layer) you noticed that there is oll parity- then apply the algorithm and continue solving the last layer using the 3x3 solve technique. If necessary, use the PLL algorithm.
That's it! You have just solved 4x4 Rubik's Revenge! Just keep and practice on solving 4x4 cubes until you are able to do so without using this guide. You will be happy to know that you need to memorize only 4 algorithms for this (2 parities + 2 algorithms from step 2)! Congratulations! I hope you enjoyed the Rubik's Revenge 4x4 cube solution. We invite you
to comment on our Facebook page and write about your experience solving. Read my best 4x4 speed cube guide where I can review the best 4x4 cubes today, current world records, the best cubers choices and where to get them. They are much faster and pleasant to solve and usually cost less than the original 4x4 rubiks. 4x4.
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